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Quadratics Day Two: Word Problems
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Question 5
New Clarendon Park is undergoing renovations to its gardens. One garden that was originally a square is being
adjusted so that one side is doubled in length, while the other side is decreased by three meters. The new
rectangular garden will have an area that is 25% more than the original square garden.
Write an equation that could be used to determine the length of a side of the original square garden.

Explain how your equation models the situation.

Determine the area, in square meters, of the new rectangular garden.

Question 6
A rectangular picture measures 6 inches by 8 inches. Simon wants to build a wooden frame for the picture so
that the framed picture takes up a maximum area of 100 square inches on his wall. The pieces of wood that he
uses to build the frame all have the same width.
Write an equation or inequality that could be used to determine the maximum width of the pieces of wood for
the frame Simon could create.
Explain how your equation or inequality models the situation.
Solve the equation or inequality to determine the maximum width of the pieces of wood used for the frame to
the nearest tenth of an inch.

Question 7
A farmer has a rectangular field that measures 100 feet by 150 feet. He plans to increase the area of the field by
20%. He will do this by increasing the length and width by the same amount, x. Which equation represents the
area of the new field?

Question 8
A contractor needs 54 square feet of brick to construct a rectangular walkway. The length of the walkway is 15
feet more than the width. Write an equation that could be used to determine the dimensions of the walkway.
Solve this equation to find the length and width, in feet, of the walkway.

Question 9
As shown in the accompanying diagram, the
hypotenuse of the right triangle is 6 meters long. One
leg is 1 meter longer than the other. Find the lengths
of both legs of the triangle, to the nearest hundredth
of a meter.

Question 10
A homeowner wants to increase the size of a rectangular deck that now measures 14 feet by 22 feet. The
building code allows for a deck to have a maximum area of 800 square feet. If the length and width are
increased by the same number of feet, find the maximum number of whole feet each dimension can be
increased and not exceed the building code. [Only an algebraic solution can receive full credit.]
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